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Attribute-Level Neighbor Hierarchy
Construction Using Evolved Pattern-Based

Knowledge Induction
Thanit Puthpongsiriporn, J. David Porter, Bopaya Bidanda, Ming-En Wang, and Richard E. Billo

Abstract—Neighbor knowledge construction is the foundation for the development of cooperative query answering systems capable

of searching for close match or approximate answers when exact match answers are not available. This paper presents a technique for

developing neighbor hierarchies at the attribute level. The proposed technique is called the evolved Pattern-based Knowledge

Induction (ePKI) technique and allows construction of neighbor hierarchies for nonunique attributes based upon confidences,

popularities, and clustering correlations of inferential relationships among attribute values. The technique is applicable for both

categorical and numerical (discrete and continuous) attribute values. Attribute value neighbor hierarchies generated by the ePKI

technique allow a cooperative query answering system to search for approximate answers by relaxing each individual query condition

separately. Consequently, users can search for approximate answers even when the exact match answers do not exist in the database

(i.e., searching for existing similar parts as part of the implementation of the concepts of rapid prototyping). Several experiments were

conducted to assess the performance of the ePKI in constructing attribute-level neighbor hierarchies. Results indicate that the ePKI

technique produces accurate neighbor hierarchies when strong inferential relationships appear among data.

Index Terms—Approximate query answering, clustering, knowledge discovery, query-answering systems, similarity measures.

�

1 INTRODUCTION

A conventional database querying system requires an
“exact match” between the query conditions and the

values of the returned attributes. When a query is over-
specified (i.e., none of the existing tuples can satisfy all the
query conditions), a null answer is returned. This exact
match property of a typical query answering mechanism
translates into user frustration, especially when a negative
answer is not expected.

A cooperative query answering system, on the other

hand, offers approximate or partial answers even when all

the conditions of the submitted query cannot be matched

exactly. Instead of returning null answers, the cooperative

query answering system searches for the neighbors of the

unavailable exact-match answers [1], [2] using artificial

intelligence mechanisms and rules or facts from the existing

and/or supplemental knowledge developed by application

domain experts.
The problem of finding approximate answers was first

introduced by Cole and Morgan and was motivated by

applications in intelligent querying [3]. Since then, many
cooperative query answering techniques have been devel-
oped to improve information retrieval. These systems have
been incorporated (at various degrees of implementation) in
many application domains, such as biological, agricultural,
and health care [4], [5], [6].

The information retrieval system must possess the ability
to loosen overspecified conditions of a query to find
approximate or close match answers. Such a process is
called query relaxation. Query relaxation through attribute
value substitutions is carried out by replacing the attribute
values of the query selection conditions (i.e., the constants
of query conditions) that are evaluated as FALSE with other
attribute values until approximate answers are returned.
The value used in an attribute substitution can be any value
that is included in the domain of the attribute of the
selection condition. Obviously, to obtain the best set of
approximate answers (i.e., the alternative answers that are
closer to the unavailable exact matches), attribute values
must be substituted with their close neighbors as opposed
to any values in the domain. Distant neighbors of an
attribute value should be used in attribute value substitu-
tions only when all of the closer neighbors fail to produce
any partial answer.

Before a systematic search for approximate answers by
attribute value substitutions can be performed, values in
attribute domains must be organized so that different levels
of neighboring relationships among the attribute values
(e.g., close neighbors, related neighbors, and remote
neighbors) can be easily accessed when they are needed.
The most accepted way of representing this type of
neighbor information of attribute values is through attribute
value neighbor hierarchies. An attribute value neighbor
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hierarchy indicates how similar each attribute value is to the
other values.

Neighbor knowledge construction is the foundation for
the development of cooperative query answering systems
capable of searching for close-match or approximate
answers. Consider the entities in relation ALUM_PLATE
shown in Table 1. Each entity in the relation has five
attributes—Stock Number, Width, Length, Area, and
Thickness. A stock number is unique and is therefore used
as the primary key to identify each record. The values of
attributes Width, Length, Area, and Thickness are non-
unique because they are shared among multiple tuples
(shown in bold in Table 1). The higher the number of
unique attribute values associated with an entity, the less
similar the entity becomes. Stocks s1, s2, and s7 share three
common attribute values (w1, l1, and a1). Thus, one may say
that they are relatively closer together than to the other four
stocks. Stocks s4 and s5 share two common attribute values
(l1 and t4). Therefore, s4 and s5 could also be considered
similar. However, the similarity between s4 and s5 should
be less than the similarity among s1, s2, and s7. All seven
tuples share a common attribute value l1.

Fig. 1 depicts one possible neighbor hierarchy of stocks
s1 to s7 based on the number of shared attribute values. In
this case, the neighbor hierarchy was constructed based on
the characteristic “stock dimensions.” A node indicates a
neighbor relationship at a certain degree of similarity
between two tuples, a tuple and a set of tuples, or two
sets of tuples.

Many techniques for neighbor hierarchy construction
have been proposed in the literature. Yu and Sun [7], Han
et al. [8], Han and Fu [9], Puthpongsiriporn [10], and
Merzbacher [11] presented a technique called Pattern-based
Knowledge Induction (PKI) as a tool to discover data
correlations and inferential relationships among data
instances in a relation. PKI can be used to generate attribute
neighbor hierarchies (which are essential for the query
relaxation process used to find approximate answers) when
coupled with the Binary Clustering algorithm. However,
PKI constructs neighbor hierarchies at the tuple level and
takes into consideration only existing combinations of
attribute values, thus facilitating approximate answer
searching only for those tuples that already exist at the
time in which the hierarchy is developed. Therefore, if a
query is issued to retrieve a nonexisting tuple such as an
aluminum stock with WIDTH ¼ w1, LENGTH ¼ l1, and
THICKNESS ¼ t5, the neighbor hierarchy depicted in Fig. 1
will fail to generate approximate answers. Through visual

inspection, the closest neighbors of the required aluminum
stock are stocks s6 (with WIDTH ¼ w5, LENGTH ¼ l1, and
THICKNESS ¼ t5), s1, s2, and s7 (with WIDTH ¼ w1,
LENGTH ¼ l1, and THICKNESS ¼ t1, t2, and t6, respec-
tively). Evidently, to determine the approximate answer
that is closer to the exact-match answer, the system needs to
be able to compare the semantic nearness between
WIDTH ¼ w1 and WIDTH ¼ w5, and THICKNESS ¼ t5
and THICKNESS ¼ t1, t2, and t6. Thus, finding approx-
imate answers for a nonexisting tuple requires a neighbor
hierarchy construction technique that is applicable at both
the tuple and attribute levels.

In this paper, a novel technique for neighbor knowl-
edge construction based on the original PKI is proposed.
This technique, referred to as Evolved Pattern-based Knowl-
edge Induction (ePKI), has several advantages over the
original PKI:

. It can be used to construct attribute value neighbor
hierarchies at both the tuple and attribute levels
utilizing inferential relationships among attributes in
the relation.

. The resulting attribute-level neighbor hierarchies
allow for a search of approximate answers by
relaxing each individual query condition separately.
Therefore, query relaxations are not limited to a
certain set of standard or predefined queries.

. Finally, the proposed neighbor hierarchy construc-
tion permits approximate answer searching for
tuples that did not exist in the relation when the
neighbor hierarchy was first created.

2 RELATED WORK

Relaxing queries through attribute value substitutions
requires that the database management system possesses
attribute value neighbor information. These sets of
neighbor knowledge are generally stored in the database
in the form of abstraction hierarchies. Neighbors of an
attribute value could vary from one application to another
as opposed to the domain of an attribute value that stays
the same within the database. This is because different
applications may have different abstract meanings for the
same attribute value. In addition, different applications
may require different resolutions or precisions for their
attribute value neighbor knowledge. For example, the
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TABLE 1
Relation ALKUM_PLATE

Fig. 1. Neighbor hierarchy of members of attribute STOCK_NO.
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neighbors of “Thursday” could be {“Wednesday,” “Fri-
day”} based on the day order for a particular application,
or they could be {“Sunday,” “Tuesday”} based on the
alphabetical order in another application.

In the early years of cooperative query answering
research, the creation and updating of abstraction hierar-
chies was mostly performed by application experts. How-
ever, as the databases quickly grew larger, it was impossible
to keep up with the changes in their structure and stored
data. Many techniques have been proposed in the literature
that could be used to automate the two activities considered
as the main challenges of using abstraction hierarchies: the
development and the subsequent maintenance of the
hierarchies [7], [8], [9].

Huang [12] used various knowledge discovery tools to
develop the knowledge base for an intelligent query
answering system including generalization, data summar-
ization, concept clustering, rule discovery, query rewriting,
lazy evaluation, and semantic query optimization. Ozawa
and Yamada [13] used fuzzy logic techniques in conjunction
with a category utility to construct concept hierarchies of
data tuples to generate cooperative answers. Their methods
require that the predefined linguistic labels of the back-
ground knowledge for the data attributes, which were used
in classification of the data, be provided.

A more popular method used to construct neighbor
abstraction hierarchies for numeric values is information
entropy [14], which involves the evaluation of clustering
results using entropy measure and its main objective is to
maximize the entropy of data partitions [15], [16]. Since the
entropy is maximized when the data are partitioned evenly,
this approach considers only the frequency of each attribute
value. The value distribution of the data is excluded from
this method. Another method for developing neighbor
hierarchies of numerical values was proposed by Genari
et al. [17]. The proposed method, called CLASSIT, uses the
mean and standard deviation to classify numerical values
into classes. The original goodness measure used in their
work was 1=�, but this was further revised to � to resolve
the goodness value problem for single member clusters.
These two numerical value clustering methods consider
only the frequencies of values. Chu et al. [18], [19] presented
a method to automatically generate abstraction hierarchies
for numerical attribute values by considering both fre-
quency and value distribution of the data. They developed
a clustering measure called relaxation error that allowed
them to optimize their clustering results.

Finally, Merzbacher and Chu [20] developed a method to
generate abstraction hierarchies for both numerical and
categorical attribute values using PKI and the Binary
Clustering techniques. PKI is a tool to discover the data
correlations and inferential relationships among data
instances in a relation and can be used to perform binary
clustering of both discrete and continuous attribute values.
The algorithm not only generates hierarchies of clusters, but
also calculates nearness values between neighbors, which
are essential for the query relaxation process used to find
approximate answers. However, PKI constructs neighbor
hierarchies at the tuple level and takes into consideration
only the existing values of the attributes to do so. Thus, the

resulting neighbor hierarchies cannot be used for nearness
measuring or transformation of a selection condition that
contains a value that does not exist at the time in which the
hierarchy is developed.

3 PRELIMINARIES

Similar to association rule development, the ePKI technique
derives inferential relationships between two values of two
different attributes based on confidence and popularity of
occurrences in which the two attribute values coexist in the
same tuple. In order to formalize the concept of inferential
relationship first, a pattern is defined as the abstract
representation for a group of database instances with a
specified property. A pattern is expressed by an atomic
query condition. The formal representation of a pattern P is
PC ¼ P : D! T , where C is an atomic query condition that
expresses P , D is the domain of a relation, and T is a set of
tuples that satisfies the condition C. For example, if D
defines all tuples in Table 1 and pattern P is defined with
condition “WIDTH ¼ w1,” then PWIDTH¼w1

refers to tuples
1, 2, and 7. In other words, PWIDTH¼w1

: D! fs1; s2; s7g. By
the definition of a pattern, a relation instance can be a
member of more than one abstract pattern class. Tuple 1 is a
member of patterns PSTOCK NO¼s1

, PWIDTH¼w1
, PLENGTH¼l1 ,

PAREA¼a1
, and PTHICKNESS¼t1 .

Second, the inferential relationship between attribute
values v1 and v2 is defined as the likelihood that if v1 is the
value of attribute A of a tuple, v2 is also the value of
attribute B of the same tuple. The inferential relationship
between attribute values can be defined based on the
subsumption property of one pattern to another. In Table 1,
every time WIDTH ¼ w1 is observed, one may expect the
value of attribute LENGTH to be l1. However, the value l1
of attribute LENGTH does not strongly imply the value w1

of attribute WIDTH. The usefulness of an inferential
relationship is measured using the confidence and the
popularity of the relationship. Inferential confidence is used
for determining the accuracy of the relationship and is
defined based on the cardinalities of the patterns. The
cardinalities of patterns A and B are denoted by jPAj and
jPBj, and are defined as the number of distinct data
instances (i.e., tuples) matching the conditions of patterns
A and B, respectively. The inferential confidence of the
inferential relationship A! B is defined as:

�ðA! BÞ ¼ PA \ PBj j
PAj j

: ð1Þ

�ðA! BÞ can assume any value between 0 and 1,
inclusive. A confidence value of 0 indicates that there is
no inferential relationship between patterns A and B,
whereas a confidence value of 1 means that the relationship
between patterns A and B is deterministic. Equation (1)
assumes that set T always has one or more members. In
other words, there is at least one tuple in the domain D that
satisfies the condition C; therefore, PA > 0. One can view
inferential confidence of the relationship A! B as the
conditional probability that pattern B is true (i.e., occurs)
given that pattern A is true. For the Table 1 example, the
confidence of the inferential relationship from w1 to l1 is
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�ðPWIDTH¼w1
! PLENGTH¼l1Þ ¼

PWIDTH¼w1
\ PLENGTH¼l1j j

PWIDTH¼w1j j

¼ 3

3
¼ 1;

while the confidences of the inferential relationships from l1
to w1, l1 to w2, and l1 to w3 are .429, .143, and .143,
respectively.

If the premise and/or the consequence are sets of values,
the confidence of the inferential relationship could be
computed as follows:

�ðfA1; A2g ! BÞ ¼ ðPA1
[ PA2

Þ \ PBj j
ðPA1

[ PA2
Þj j

¼ ðPA1
\ PBÞ [ ðPA2

\ PBÞj j
ðPA1

[ PA2
Þj j

�ðfA1; A2g ! fB1; B2gÞ ¼
ðPA1

[ PA2
Þ \ ðPB1

[ PB2
Þj j

ðPA1
[ PA2

Þj j :

Popularity, as the second measure of an inferential
relationship, indicates how common a relationship is
compared to others and is defined as:

�ðA! BÞ ¼ PA \ PBj j
Cj j ; ð2Þ

where jCj is the total cardinality of class C.
By requiring that the popularity of an inferential

relationship exceeds some threshold, the system can discard
any inferential relationships that have low occurrence
frequencies, i.e., �ðl1 ! w2Þ, which do not provide strong
evidence of true relationships. Only inferential relationships
having confidence and popularity values exceeding some
predefined thresholds are accepted and stored in the
knowledge base. Those relationships that do not meet the
threshold are discarded. Using a high threshold value
results in fewer number of quantified inferential relation-
ships and translates into less computation time to calculate
neighbor hierarchies. Choosing a low threshold value, on
the other hand, may result in passing on some important
inferential relationships.

Once a set of inferential relationships is acquired, PKI can
be used to create a clustering hierarchy for attribute values
based upon the following rule of shared consequence:

If two inferential relationships share a consequence and have
the same attribute as a premise (but different values), then those
values are candidates for clustering [11].

The rule of shared consequence views the values in the
other attributes as “characteristics” of the two values. In
essence, two values from the same attribute (premise)
should be grouped together if both have the same
corresponding attribute value (consequence) in other
attributes. Stocks s1 and s2 could potentially be grouped
together since they both share the same consequence when
only STOCK_NO and WIDTH are considered.

3.1 Clustering Correlation Equation

A considerable amount of research has concentrated on
the development of techniques aimed at quantifying the
dissimilarity (or similarity) between two continuous or
discrete probability distributions defined for a common
range of values [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. The family of
dissimilarity coefficients is defined as the expected value

of a continuous convex function � of the likelihood ratio
r ¼ pðxÞ=qðyÞ, EP ½�ðrÞ�, where �ð1Þ ¼ 0. It obeys the
discriminating property, according to which the measure
of divergence between the two discrete events should not
decrease for any refinement of both the discrete events
and their two distributions [26].

For the purpose of this research and by using the rule of
shared consequence, the clustering correlation equation is
defined as the product of the confidence of the two
inferential relationships and it is expressed as:

�ða1; a2Þ ¼ �ðA ¼ a1 ! B ¼ bÞ � �ðA ¼ a2 ! B ¼ bÞ: ð3Þ
Based on (3), the correlation of clustering s1 and s2 based

solely on the WIDTH attribute is

�ðs1; s2Þ ¼ �ðs1 ! w1Þ � �ðs2 ! w1Þ ¼ 1:

In an m-attribute relation, the clustering correlation
between any two values of an attribute based upon the
shared consequences from the rest of the attributes in the
relation is then defined as:

�ða1; a2Þ ¼
Xm
i¼1

�ðA ¼ a1 ! Bi ¼ biÞ � �ðA ¼ a2 ! Bi ¼ biÞ:

ð4Þ
From (4), the clustering correlation between attribute

values a1 and a2 of attribute A is equal to 1 if these have the
same corresponding attribute value ðbiÞ for each other
attribute in the table (Bi where i ¼ 1 to m). In that case,
attribute values a1 and a2 of attribute A should be clustered
together. Equation (4) possesses some interesting properties:

1. It can be determined for all pairs of attribute values.
2. It is symmetric, thus �ða1; a2Þ ¼ �ða2; a1Þ.
3. Neighbor hierarchies generated using ePKI and the

binary clustering algorithm obey the discriminating
property as long as the threshold (i.e., the minimum
normalized clustering correlation value) is chosen
appropriately. If the selected threshold is too low, it
is possible that this property will not hold. One way
to avoid such incidence is to allow only the pair(s) of
values (or sets of values) with the highest clustering
correlation in each iteration to be grouped. Although
it takes longer time to generate a neighbor hierarchy,
this approach guarantees that the discriminating
property is always achieved. In such a case, the use
of a threshold is irrelevant.

4. The proposed clustering correlation yields its max-
imum value when Pa1j j ¼ Pa1

\ PBi¼bj
�� �� and Pa2j j ¼

Pa2
\ PBi¼bj

�� �� for all consequence attributes (i) and
consequence attribute values (j). On the other hand,
the correlation takes its minimum value when
P a1\Bi¼bjð Þ\ a2\Bi¼bjð Þ : D! � for all i and j.

Based on (4), the clustering correlation of ðs1; s2Þ is

�ðs1; s2Þ ¼
�ðs1 ! w1Þ � �ðs2 ! w1Þ
þ�ðs1 ! l1Þ � �ðs2 ! l1Þ
þ�ðs1 ! a1Þ � �ðs2 ! a1Þ
þ�ðs1 ! t1Þ � �ðs2 ! t1Þ þ �ðs1 ! t2Þ � �ðs2 ! t2Þ

2
6664

3
7775 ¼

ð1þ 1þ 1þ 0þ 0Þ ¼ 3:
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Notice that introducing factors �ðs1 ! w2Þ � �ðs2 !
w2Þ; . . . ; �ðs1 ! w5Þ � �ðs2 ! w5Þ in the equation to calculate
the clustering correlation of ðs1; s2Þ does not alter the final
value of �ðs1; s2Þ since the premises come from a unique
attribute (i.e., an attribute with nonduplicate values). From
the fact that the maximum value of the clustering correlation
formula is m� 1, the normalized clustering correlation is:

���ða1; a2Þ ¼
1

m� 1
�ða1; a2Þ; ð5Þ

where m represents the number of attributes in the relation.
The normalized clustering correlation of ðs1; s2Þ is

���ðs1; s2Þ ¼ 1� ð5� 1Þ � 3 ¼ 0:75. Such correlation can be
calculated for each possible pair of values in attribute
STOCK_NO, i.e., ðs1; s3Þ; . . . ; ðs6; s7Þ. Notice that there is no
need to calculate ðs2; s1Þ once ðs1; s2Þ is obtained since
���ða1; a2Þ ¼ ���ða2; a1Þ. One could choose to form groups of
pairs of values if their clustering correlations are relatively
high compared to those of other possible groupings. Once a
cluster is formed, the same process can be repeated again to
form more and/or larger groups. In the second or later
iteration, clustering correlation calculations are performed
for: 1) two individual values that have not been clustered
with other values, 2) a nonclustered value and a set of two
grouped values, and 3) two sets of clustered values. If a set
and a value are considered for grouping, their clustering
correlation is calculated as follows:

�ðS1; a3Þ ¼ � a1; a2f g; a3ð Þ ¼
Xm
i¼1

�ðA ¼ fa1; a2g ! Bi ¼ biÞ

� �ðA ¼ a3 ! Bi ¼ biÞ:
ð6Þ

The correlation value of clustering two sets of values can
be calculated using the same approach. Group formation
could continue until all values are contained in one large
group or none of the available cluster possibilities has a
high enough value for clustering correlation.

Merzbacher [11] proposed the use of the Binary Cluster-
ing algorithm in conjunction with the normalized clustering
correlation function for neighbor hierarchy constructions.
The binary clustering algorithm earned its name from the
fact that each individual value (or set of values) is allowed to
form a new (larger) cluster by combining with one and only
one other value (or set of values) once at any iteration. The
algorithm simply starts with determining and ranking ��� for
all possible clustering pairs, i.e., a value with another value,
a value with a set of values, and two sets of values. Then, for
each pair with ��� greater than a threshold, form a new cluster,
expand an existing cluster, or combine two clusters together.
In the next iteration, the new clusters then become new
clustering candidates with another value or set of values. For
example, s7 may be grouped with s3 in the first iteration,
despite the fact that it is more similar to s1 and s2.

3.2 Illustrative Example

An example of a neighbor hierarchy generated using PKI
and the Binary Clustering algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2.
In this example, a Binary Clustering algorithm is performed
on the attribute STOCK_NO to construct a neighbor
hierarchy for the set of aluminum plates shown in Table 2.

In this example, due to the small number of samples

(tuples) involved in the construction of the neighbor

hierarchy, a popularity threshold of .125 or 1/28 is utilized.

This means that at least one occurrence of any pair of

attribute values must exist for an inferential relationship to

be valid. To determine the normalized clustering correlation

value between stock 308-0013 and 308-0020, the confidences

and popularities of the inferential relationships

ð00308� 001300 !WIDTH ¼ 3Þ;
ð00308� 001300 ! LENGTH ¼ 144Þ;
ð00308� 001300 ! AREA ¼ 432Þ;
ð00308� 001300 ! THICKNESS ¼ 0:5Þ;
ð00308� 001300 ! THICKNESS ¼ 0:375Þ;
ð00308� 002000 !WIDTH ¼ 3Þ;
ð00308� 002000 ! LENGTH ¼ 144Þ;
ð00308� 002000 ! AREA ¼ 432Þ;
ð00308� 002000 ! THICKNESS ¼ 0:5Þ;

and ð00308� 002000 ! THICKNESS ¼ 0:375Þ are first cal-

culated.
Then, the normalized clustering correlation is calculated

using (4) and (5).
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���ð00308� 001300;00308� 002000Þ

¼

�ð00308�001300!WIDTH¼3Þ��ð00308�002000!WIDTH¼3Þ

þ�ð00308�001300!LENGTH¼144Þ��ð00308�002000!LENGTH¼144Þ

þ�ð00308�001300!AREA¼432Þ��ð00308�002000!AREA¼432Þ

þ�ð00308�001300!THICKNESS¼:5Þ��ð00308�002000!THICKNESS¼:5Þ

þ�ð00308�001300!THICKNESS¼:375Þ��ð00308�002000!THICKNESS¼:375Þ

2
6666664

3
7777775

ðm� 1Þ

¼ 1þ 1þ 1þ 0þ 0ð Þ
5� 1ð Þ ¼ 3

4
¼ :75:

Using the process just described, the normalized cluster-
ing correlation could be determined for every possible pair
of premises. Since the clustering correlation between stock
308-0013 and stock 308-0020 is relatively high (when
compared to the other pairs of premises), both stocks are
clustered together in one of the earlier iterations. The
neighbor hierarchy of aluminum stocks shown in Fig. 2 is
obtained after several iterations of clustering attempts.

If a search is conducted based on the neighbor hierarchy
for a substitute for an aluminum stock with WIDTH = 3,
LENGTH = 144, and THICKNESS = 0.375 (or stock 308-
0020), the database management system may respond to the
request with the list shown in Table 3.

4 EVOLVED PATTERN-BASED KNOWLEDGE

INDUCTION (EPKI)

As mentioned in Section 2, the original PKI technique
constructs neighbor hierarchies only at the tuple level. Also,
it generates neighbor hierarchies using only attribute values
currently stored in a database management system. The

resulting neighbor hierarchies cannot be used for nearness

measurement or transformation of a selection condition that

contains an attribute value that does not exist at the time in

which the hierarchy is developed, as illustrated in the

simple ALUM_PLATE relation example presented in

Section 1.
PKI was developed for clustering relation instances at

the tuple level using the induced inferential relationships

between the values of the key attribute and the values of the

other attributes in the relation. Because of the uniqueness

property of the key attribute, each clustered value matches

up with one and only one value in another attribute in the

relation. However, mapping between values from a non-

unique attribute (i.e., an attribute with duplicate values) to

another attribute could result in one-to-many relationships.

For example, the value of 144 for attribute LENGTH can be

mapped to five values of attribute THICKNESS (i.e., 0.25,

0.375, 0.5, 0.75, and 1). Therefore, the clustering correlation

function presented in (4) works only if attribute A, as the

premise of the inferential relationship, is a unique attribute.

To develop a neighbor hierarchy of a nonunique attribute,

the rule of shared consequence proposed by Merzbacher

and Chu is generalized so that it can be applied to any

attribute in the relation. The Evolved Shared Consequence

Rule is as follows:
If two inferential relationships share the same “set of

consequences” (same set of values from an attribute) and have

the same attribute as a premise (but different values), then those

values are candidates for clustering.
The clustering correlation between a1 and a2 of

attribute A based upon their relationships with values in

attribute B according to the evolved shared consequence

rule is:

�0ða1; a2Þ ¼
Xn
j¼1

�ðA ¼ a1 ! B ¼ bjÞ � �ðA ¼ a2 ! B ¼ bjÞ;

ð7Þ

where bj is a unique value observed for attribute B. For

example, the unique values observed for attributes
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Relation ALUM_PLATE
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THICKNESS and LENGTH in the ALUM_PLATE relation
example are ft1; t2; t3; t4; t5g and fl1g, respectively.

The clustering correlation function for any two values
based on the rule of shared consequence (i.e., multiple
consequent attributes), shown in (4), is also modified to:

�0ða1; a2Þ ¼
Xm
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

�ðA ¼ a1 ! Bi ¼ bjÞ

� �ðA ¼ a2 ! Bi ¼ bjÞ:
ð8Þ

Based on the information in Table 1, seven unique values
are identified in attribute STOCK_NO, one in LENGTH,
five in AREA, and six in THICKNESS. The clustering
correlation between w3 and w4 is determined as:

�0ðw3; w4Þ¼

P7

j¼1
�ðw3!STOCK NO¼sjÞ��ðw4!STOCK NO¼sjÞ

þP1

j¼1
�ðw3!LENGTH¼ljÞ��ðw4!LENGTH¼ljÞ

þP5

j¼1
�ðw3!AREA¼ajÞ��ðw4!AREA¼ajÞ

þ
P6

j¼1
�ðw3!THICKNESS¼tjÞ��ðw4!THICKNESS¼tjÞ

2
6664

3
7775:

Since STOCK_NO is a unique attribute, the first sum
factor always yields 0. Therefore, the equation above is
reduced to:

�0ðw3; w4Þ ¼
0þ �ðw3 ! l1Þ � �ðw4 ! l1Þ þ �ðw3 ! a3Þ
��ðw4 ! a3Þ þ �ðw3 ! a4Þ � �ðw4 ! a4Þ
þ�ðw3 ! t4Þ � �ðw4 ! t4Þ

2
64

3
75

¼ 0þ 1� 1ð Þ þ 1� 0ð Þ þ 0� 1ð Þ þ 1� 1ð Þ½ � ¼ 2:

Notice that when Bi is a unique attribute, then:

�ðA ¼ a1 ! Bi ¼ bjÞ � �ðA ¼ a2 ! Bi ¼ bjÞ ¼ 0

because no two tuples (A ¼ a1 and A ¼ a2) can have the
same consequence Bi ¼ bj. Such a characteristic prevents
the normalized clustering correlation between two values of
a nonunique attribute from reaching 1. The property creates
a bias in favor of substituting those unique attribute values
before those of nonunique attribute values. Therefore, the
theoretical maximum value of �ða1; a2Þ is m� 2 (instead of
m� 1) when A is not the key attribute. The normalized
clustering correlation presented in (5) is modified to:

���0ða1; a2Þ ¼
1

m� n� p �
0ða1; a2Þ; ð9Þ

where m is the total number of attributes in the relation, n is
the number of unique attributes in the relation, and p is 0 if
A is also a unique attribute; otherwise, p equals 1 and
m� n� p 6¼ 0. The Appendix includes an example of the
calculation of the normalized clustering correlation.

Neighbor hierarchies can be created for any attributes in
the relation by combining the modified clustering correlation
functions with the Binary Clustering algorithm. A neighbor
hierarchy of attribute WIDTH in the relation ALUM_PLATE
developed with the ePKI is shown in Fig. 3. For example, the
nearness value between WIDTH = 3 and WIDTH = 1.25 is
0.095 based on the neighbor hierarchy in Fig. 3.

Using the same approach, an additional neighbor
hierarchy for attribute THICKNESS can be constructed
(not shown here). The nearness value between THICKNESS
= 1 and THICKNESS = 0.375 is 0.062. Comparing the two

nearness values indicates that relaxing the WIDTH condi-
tion is better than relaxing the THICKNESS condition (since
0.095 is greater than 0.062). Therefore, when the user
searches for a part with WIDTH = 3, LENGTH = 144, and
THICKNESS = 1, the cooperative system would suggest the
aluminum plate with stock number “308-0019.”

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Evaluating the soundness of a neighbor hierarchy could be
done using domain experts’ opinions. However, users may
prefer different neighbor hierarchies for different applica-
tions even though the information is derived from the same
data source. The authors’ experience has been that expert
decisions can be quite subjective. An excellent neighbor
hierarchy for one expert could receive a poor ruling from
another. Thus, in order to fairly judge the performance of
the proposed attribute-level neighbor hierarchy construc-
tion, data sets with explicit inferential relationships were
utilized.

An experiment was conducted to test whether the ePKI
was capable of correctly capturing inferential relationships
among attribute values using component-machine inci-
dence matrices. Component-machine incidence matrices are
used for grouping parts into families and/or machines into
manufacturing centers as part of group technology [27]. In
addition, an algorithm for transforming a component-
machine incidence matrix into its block diagonal form
using ePKI’s clustering correlations was developed.
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Fig. 3. A neighbor hierarchy of WIDTH in ALUM_PLATE through the
ePKI technique.
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An example of a component-machine incidence matrix is

shown in Table 4. Rows and columns in the table represent

components (i.e., parts) and machines, respectively. The

ði; jÞth element of the matrix (the value of attribute jth of

tuple ith) has a value of 1 if part ith visits machine jth;

otherwise, a value of 0 is assigned (shown as a blank cell in

Table 4). For example, component 7 stops at machine 25, 32,

and 40. It is important to note that the component-machine

incidence matrix does not specify the visiting order. The

matrix in Table 4 is transformed into a block diagonal form

to form part families and manufacturing centers by

rearranging components (tuples) and machines (attributes),

as shown in Table 5. In this example, parts 7, 14, 23, and 24

are processed by a common set of machines (i.e., 3, 25, and

32). Each submatrix in the block diagonal form suggests a
possible part family and a potential manufacturing center.

For a given set of data, a perfect block diagonal form in
which all 1s are in the diagonal submatrices and all 0s
occupy the off-submatrices may not exist. Chandrasekharan
and Rajagopalan [28] developed a methodology called
ZODIAC for transforming component-machine incidence
matrices into their block diagram forms. They also
suggested using Grouping Efficiency [29] as the measure of
the goodness of a block diagonal matrix—how close a
matrix is to its perfect block diagonal form. The reader is
encouraged to review [22] for a detailed explanation of the
grouping efficiency calculation. A perfect block diagonal
form has a 100 percent grouping efficiency. The matrix in
Table 5 has a grouping efficiency of 85.40 percent.
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TABLE 4
Component-Machine Incidence Matrix

TABLE 5
A Block Diagonal Form of a Component-Machine Incidence Matrix
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Component-machine incidence matrices were used in
this research for assessing the performance of the proposed
attribute-level neighbor hierarchy construction algorithms
for the following reasons:

1. Since data in a component-machine incidence matrix
exhibit true inferential relationships that are visible
after a block diagonal transformation, there is no
need to involve experts. The algorithms can be
evaluated to determine whether Type I or Type II
error exists in the resulting neighbor hierarchies.

2. By using the Grouping Efficiency measure, the
strength of the inferential relationships among
attributes and attribute values can be quantified.

5.1 ePKI-Based Block Diagonal Transformation
Algorithm

As demonstrated earlier, ePKI can be used with the Binary
Algorithm to construct neighbor hierarchies of attribute
values based on their relationship represented by other
attributes. Based on the fact that the resulting neighbor
hierarchies can also be viewed as a suggestion on how to
order attribute values (based on their similarities), the
following algorithm to transform a part-machine incidence
matrix into its block diagonal form was developed:

1. Select a column by which the rows of the part-
machine incidence matrix will be ordered.

2. Choose a target number of part families. The default
number of families is 1.

3. Construct a neighbor hierarchy based on the values
in the selected column using ePKI’s clustering
correlations and the binary clustering algorithm
until the desired number of part families is achieved.
If the default number of families is selected, continue
parts clustering until all parts are grouped. The later
case results in one large part family.

4. Rearrange the parts (rows) based on their order
shown in the resulting neighbor hierarchy.

5. If necessary, a part family can be broken into two
smaller families by removing the node with the
smallest clustering correlation value of the part
family.

A neighbor hierarchy of parts resulting from applying

the ePKI-based block diagonal transformation algorithm on

the part-machine incidence matrix shown in Table 4 is

depicted in Fig. 4. The part number column was chosen for
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Fig. 4. Part families constructed by the ePKI-based block diagonal
transformation algorithm.

TABLE 6
Resulting Table from the Binary Data Modifications
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the clustering. The default number of part families of 1 was
used in this case. Seven part families (represented by the
solid black dots in Fig. 4) were obtained after removing six
nodes with the least clustering correlation values.

5.2 Synthetic Data Sets

Traditional component-machine incidence matrices only
contain 0s and 1s. If part (or machine) clustering is
performed on a machine column, the result will always be
a hierarchy of two attribute values (0 and 1). Some
modifications must be performed on the binary data so
that it represents the data found in typical relations. For our
performance evaluation purposes, an attribute is randomly
selected from the relation. Then, all 0s and 1s of the attribute
of interest (whose values are to be clustered) are replaced
with integers ranging from 1 to 2n, where n is the number of
tuples.

First, the entire range from 1 to 2n is divided into
unequal subsets based on the number of families and the
number of components in each family. The division of the
range into subsets ensures that no two interfamily instances
will be forced to combine together. Such a conglomerate is
acceptable only if it occurs within the same family. Then,
these subsets of integers are used to replace 0s and 1s in
each component family: 0s are substituted with randomly
selected even numbers, whereas 1s are substituted with
randomly selected odd numbers. For example, Family 1
consists of five components (i.e., 15, 6, 8, 12, and 18); thus,
integers 1 to 10 are allocated to the family. For a given
family, an integer may be used more than once. Table 6
shows an example of a component-machine incidence
matrix after the binary data modifications are performed
for column “33.”

5.3 Validation of the Resulting Neighbor
Hierarchies

The ePKI with the Binary Clustering algorithm was
utilized to construct neighbor hierarchies for component-
machine incidence matrices. The results were compared
with the best matrices’ block diagonal forms produced by

Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan’s approach. It was
ruled that the proposed neighbor hierarchy construction
algorithm committed a mistake for each incident of Type I
error. Type I error is defined here as grouping two values
together when they were not supposed to be grouped. In
our case, there was no Type II error (i.e., two values were
not grouped together when they were supposed to be
grouped) because all values were eventually clustered
with another value or group of values by the ePKI
technique. Also, considering Type II error would result in
a double penalty for each fault.

All seven matrices mentioned in [29] were utilized in the
validation process. Based on Chandrasekharan and Rajago-
palan’s work, the highest achievable grouping efficiencies
of their matrices are 100 percent, 95.20 percent, 91.14 per-
cent, 85.40 percent, 77.31 percent, 72.43 percent, and
69.33 percent. Table 7 represents a block diagonal matrix
with a grouping efficiency of 91.14 percent.

5.4 Effect of Inferential Relationship Strength
Analysis

The effect of the strength of inferential relationships on the

resulting neighbor hierarchy was studied using the seven

component-machine incidence matrices. Ten attributes

(machines) were randomly selected and neighbor hierar-

chies were constructed using the proposed algorithm

described in Section 5.1. The number of occurrences of

Type I error was determined for each trial. The ratios of the

average number of fault groupings to times of clustering

(number of nodes) for all seven data sets are shown in Fig. 5.

When group efficiencies are at least 85.41 percent, results

show that the neighbor hierarchies constructed via the ePKI

agree with those suggested by the matrices’ block diagonal

forms generated using the ZODIAC technique [29]. The

percentage of Type I error is approximately at 30 percent

when the group efficiency is 69.33 percent. It is important to

note that despite the fact that Type I errors were observed

for the last three matrices, the recalculated Grouping
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Component-Machine Incidence Matrix with a Group Efficiency of 100 Percent
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Efficiencies of those matrices’ block diagonal forms pro-

duced by the ePKI method were better than those suggested

by Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan. For example, Chan-

drasekharan and Rajagopalan’s best block diagonal form of

the last component-machine incidence matrix has a Group-

ing Efficiency value of .6933, while the block diagonal form

for the same matrix that resulted from the ePKI-based block

diagonal transformation algorithm receives a score of .732.

When a component-machine incidence matrix is used to

develop families of components, application domain

experts may choose to accept a suboptimum solution for

some practical constraints. Therefore, any deviation from

Chandrasekharan and Rajagopalan’s results is still con-

sidered as an error for the consistency of the analysis.

Unlike those results of typical block diagonal form

transformation techniques, neighbor hierarchies generated

by the ePKI-based block diagonal transformation algorithm

not only group components into families, they also provide

additional information in terms of which families are closer

to which.
In summary, the ePKI technique is capable of generating

reliable attribute-level neighbor hierarchies if there are

strong inferential relationships among data in the table.

5.5 Effect of Unique Attribute Analysis

Both the original and the ePKI technique construct neighbor

hierarchies based on the rule of shared consequence. This

means these techniques can interpolate any inferential

relationships and group two attribute values together only

if they share at least one same consequence attribute value.

In the case that all attributes are unique, all nearness values

will be 0. Attributes with little duplication of attribute

values, which are more difficult to identify than a unique

attribute, will cause the same problem with lesser degrees.

In such cases, the nearness values of the resulting neighbor

hierarchy will obviously be biased, which could cause an

inaccurate approximate answer. Therefore, an experiment

was conducted to study the effect of unique attributes on

the final nearness values.

Additional unique attributes were introduced into the

calculation by replacing values (0s and 1s) in certain

attributes with sets of unique values. Then, the number of

unique attributes in the table was gradually increased and

the average nearness values in the neighbor hierarchies

were collected, which are shown in Fig. 6. Based on the

experimental results, average nearness values drop when

the number of unrecognized unique attributes increases.

The problem is more severe for data sets with strong

inferential relationships. Also, average nearness values

almost converge as the number of unique attributes grows.

Through the modified normalized clustering correlation

(see (9)), the average nearness values stay almost the same

for all numbers of unique attributes introduced.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, an effective technique for developing

neighbor hierarchies at the attribute level has been

introduced. The ePKI technique allows for the construction

of neighbor hierarchies for nonunique attributes based

upon confidences, popularities, and correlations of relation-

ships among attribute values. In addition, the ePKI

technique is capable of clustering both numerical and

categorical attribute values.

Attribute value neighbor hierarchies generated by the

ePKI technique allow cooperative query answering systems

to search for approximate answers by relaxing each

individual query condition separately. As a result, users

can search for approximate answers even when the exact

match answers do not exist in the database. This capability

is essential for developing cooperative query answering

systems in many domains such as rapid prototyping

applications in the manufacturing information domain.
Several experiments were conducted to assess the

performance of the ePKI in constructing attribute-level
neighbor hierarchies. The results indicate the following:

. The ePKI technique produces accurate neighbor
hierarchies when strong inferential relationships
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Fig. 5. Effect of inferential relationship strength on neighbor hierarchies.
Fig. 6. Effect of the number of unique attributes on nearness values.
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appear among data. Degradations in the result
qualities become evident when the technique is used
on less related sets of data.

. The higher the number of irrelevant attributes (such
as unique attributes or alternate key attributes)
utilized in the calculation, the lower the resulting
nearness values. The effect of unique attribute on the
overall nearness values is relatively stronger when
the technique is used with tightly related data. In
other words, the domains of the consequence
attributes can affect nearness value suggested by
the algorithms.

APPENDIX

NORMALIZED CLUSTERING CORRELATION

CALCULATION EXAMPLE

From Table 2, 28 unique values are identified in attribute

STOCK_NO, 18 in LENGTH, 24 in AREA, and eight in

THICKNESS. The normalized clustering correlation be-

tween WIDTH=3 and WIDTH=0.3125 (represented as w1

and w2, respectively, in the formulas below) is calculated as

follows:

�0ðw1; w2Þ¼

P28

j¼1
�ðw1!STOCK NO¼sjÞ��ðw2!STOCK NO¼sjÞ

þ
P18

j¼1
�ðw1!LENGTH¼ljÞ��ðw2!LENGTH¼ljÞ

þ
P24

j¼1
�ðw1!AREA¼ajÞ��ðw2!AREA¼ajÞ

þ
P8

j¼1
�ðw1!THICKNESS¼tjÞ

��ðw2!THICKNESS¼tjÞ

2
666664

3
777775
:

Since STOCK_NO is a unique attribute, its contribution

to the equation is zero. Due to the same reason, only

attribute values found in LENGTH, AREA, and THICK-

NESS that associate with either or both w1 and w2 are shown

in the calculation below:

�0ðw1; w2Þ¼

0þ�ðw1!LENGTH¼144Þ��ðw2!LENGTH¼144Þ

þ�ðw1!AREA¼432Þ��ðw2!AREA¼432Þþ�ðw1!AREA¼45Þ

��ðw2!AREA¼45Þ

þ�ðw1!THICKNESS¼:375Þ��ðw2!THICKNESS¼:375Þ

þ�ðw1!THICKNESS¼:5Þ��ðw2!THICKNESS¼:5Þ

þ�ðw1!THICKNESS¼:75Þ��ðw2!THICKNESS¼:75Þ

2
666666664

3
777777775

¼
0þ 1�1ð Þþ 1�0ð Þþ 0�1ð Þþ 1=3�0ð Þ

þ 1=3�1ð Þþ 1=3�0ð Þ

� �
¼ 1:333

���0ðw1; w2Þ ¼ 1= 5� 1� 1ð Þ � 1:333 ¼ :444:

Obviously, a clustering of WIDTH=3 and WIDTH=0.3125

will not happen in the early iterations because of their

intermediate clustering correlation values. In this example,

(WIDTH=3, WIDTH=0.3125) was chosen to form a new

cluster in the third iteration after (WIDTH=6.75,

WIDTH=21.24) and (WIDTH=8, WIDTH=12.25) were

grouped together in the first and second iterations with

clustering correlations of .75 and .6667, respectively. In the

fourth iteration, one of the clustering candidates is combin-

ing {(WIDTH=3, WIDTH=0.3125) with WIDTH=.75}.

WIDTH=.75 is represented as w3. Their clustering correla-

tion computation is shown below:

�0ð w1; w2f g; w3Þ

¼

P28

j¼1
�ð w1_w2ð Þ!STOCK NO¼sjÞ��ðw3!STOCK NO¼sjÞ

þ
P18

j¼1
�ð w1_w2ð Þ!LENGTH¼ljÞ��ðw3!LENGTH¼ljÞ

þ
P24

j¼1
�ð w1_w2ð Þ!AREA¼ajÞ��ðw2!AREA¼ajÞ

þ
P9

j¼1
�ð w1_w2ð Þ!THICKNESS¼tjÞ��ðw2!THICKNESS¼tjÞ

2
66664

3
77775

¼

0

þ�ð w1_w2ð Þ!LENGTH¼144Þ��ðw3!LENGTH¼144Þ

þ�ð w1_w2ð Þ!AREA¼45Þ��ðw2!AREA¼45Þ

þ�ð w1_w2ð Þ!AREA¼108Þ��ðw2!AREA¼108Þ

þ�ð w1_w2ð Þ!AREA¼432Þ��ðw2!AREA¼432Þ

þ�ð w1_w2ð Þ!THICKNESS¼:25Þ��ðw2!THICKNESS¼:25Þ

þ�ð w1_w2ð Þ!THICKNESS¼:375Þ��ðw2!THICKNESS¼:375Þ

þ�ð w1_w2ð Þ!THICKNESS¼:5Þ��ðw2!THICKNESS¼:5Þ

þ�ð w1_w2ð Þ!THICKNESS¼:75Þ��ðw2!THICKNESS¼:75Þ

2
66666666666666664

3
77777777777777775

¼
0þð 3þ1ð Þ=4�1Þþð 0þ0ð Þ=4�1Þþð 3þ1ð Þ=4�0Þrþð 0þ0ð Þ=4�1Þ

þð 1þ0ð Þ=4�0Þþð 1þ1ð Þ=4�0Þþð 1þ0ð Þ=4�0Þ

� �
¼ 1

���0ð w1; w2f g; w3Þ ¼ 1=3 ¼ :333:
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